HILL HOUSE & HHEDC CAMPUS DIRECTIONS

FROM ROUTE 28:
1) TAKE PA-28 S AND STAY RIGHT AT THE FORK
2) FOLLOW SIGNS FOR I-579 S AND I-376 E
3) MERGE ONTO I-579 S
4) TAKE THE 7TH AVE EXIT TOWARD 6TH AVE
5) KEEP LEFT AT FORK, FOLLOW SIGNS FOR CONSOL CENTER
6) MERGE ONTO BIGELOW BLVD
7) SLIGHT LEFT ONTO CHATHAM ST
8) TURN LEFT ONTO CENTRE AVE
9) SHARP LEFT ONTO DEVILLIERS ST
10) FAMILY DOLLAR
11) HILL HOUSE ASSOCIATION IS ON THE LEFT

FROM DOWN TOWN:
1) FROM 6TH AVE, TURN ONTO CENTRE AVE
2) DRIVE PAST THE CONSOL ARENA ON THE RIGHT
3) KEEP A Slight LEFT TO STAY ON CENTRE AVE
4) HILL HOUSE ASSOCIATION IS ON THE LEFT

FROM OAKLAND:
1) HEAD NORTHWEST ON TENNISON AVE TOWARDS BIGELOW BLVD
2) TURN LEFT TO STAY ON BIGELOW BLVD
3) MERGE ONTO I-579 S
4) TAKE THE 7TH AVE EXIT TOWARD 6TH AVE
5) KEEP A Slight LEFT TO STAY ON CENTRE AVE
6) HILL HOUSE ASSOCIATION IS ON THE LEFT